
Financial Advice
Your employees will love you for it



clarity is an independent financial adviser which

specialises in providing financial planning, for a

fixed fee, as an employee benefit. 

There are many good reasons for offering

workplace-based financial education, which is

why the concept is growing in popularity in 

both the UK and the USA. 

This brochure outlines the case for helping

employees with their personal finances, and tells

you why more and more leading companies are

choosing clarity as their provider. 

An employee benefit worth offering

Financial peace 
of mind 



Personal finance, and where to get good advice

about it, has always been a bit of a minefield 

for most people. Even more so now, with

individuals needing to take greater responsibility

for their own pension arrangements. 

As company pensions are changing, and as

many elements of company flexible benefits

packages are finance-based, the trend in

current thinking is that companies have an

obligation to offer their employees some sort 

of financial education. The government

supports this thinking, too, and is finding ways

to encourage organisations to take a more

active role. It simply isn't acceptable any more

to add the rider "Please consult your financial

adviser." onto HR financial communications. 

Whether you agree with this line of thinking 

or not, there are some distinct advantages to 

be gained by companies which do arrange

advice for their employees. For a start it will

differentiate you as an employer. You will be

recognised as a good company to work for 

and a company that walks the walk in terms 

of corporate responsibility. But there are also

immediately-tangible cost benefits to helping

your employees understand their finances.

Helping your top earners with their pension 

and investment strategy allows them to focus

on their work without the distraction of

attending to complex financial matters. 

At the other end of the pay scale, personal

financial problems are one of the main causes

of stress, and one of the main reasons for

stress-related sickness absence. 

In addition to this, your employees may take

time off simply to deal with their financial

issues, or even to moonlight. So, all in all,

improving people's ability to make financial

decisions is in everybody's interest.

The case for providing financial advice as an employee benefit

Your employees
will love you for it 



There is, of course, the option to deal with, and

answer, employee queries in-house. But in most

cases the sheer volume of queries will make

this costly and impractical. And in any case,

you will often not be allowed to answer many

of them due to the Financial Services Act -

unless you set up a specialist subsidiary

company to give advice. There have even been

cases of company HR officers being sued for

not providing clear advice about the benefits

they are offering staff. So the go-it-alone route

is fraught with difficulty.

Sending all your employees out to find their

own advice is an option, but an inefficient one 

which ignores the obvious economies of 

scale of using one trusted adviser for all your

employees. Of course, if you do decide to

appoint one adviser, it is possible to do it for

'free'. Though we all know it isn't really free, 

as the adviser will make their money on

commission from sales. What you are effectively

doing is opening up a list of your employees to

a salesman - in which case it could be said that

offering no advice at all is the better alternative.

None of the above is ideal, which is why clarity

offers one-to-one financial planning advice for

each employee, for a fixed fee. This means your

employees are given a clear financial strategy,

rather than simply being sold products.

The case for using a specialist

We recognise your
hands are tied 



Our business is set up specifically to provide

financial planning advice as an employee

benefit. So our service to you will be designed

with your particular needs and budget in mind.

We develop a website specifically for your

employees, and it offers the functionality to

process transactions. We also arrange other

bespoke communications such as newsletters,

seminars, and telephone and email helplines. 

Then, within our fixed fee, we provide the one-

to-one advice employees need to plan their

finances, including understanding the value of

the benefits available to them, and how these

relate to their individual circumstances. As we

operate on a fixed fee basis rather than for

commission, we know our advice is truly

unbiased and objective. In many cases, the fees

we charge are more than compensated for by

savings in commission, and the discounts we

are able to negotiate with financial providers. 

The case for clarity

We help your employees look
ahead with confidence



The quality of our advice 

All our advisers are professionally qualified in

both investment and tax planning, and all hold

advanced qualifications. 

A majority of our consultants were formerly

with the leading professional firms. This means

they have been advising clients on a fee basis

for many years, rather than having come from a

sales background. And, of course, we can offer

specialists in specific financial areas.

Our impartiality

As independent advisers we select our

recommendations from the entire market of

products available. As fee-based advisers our

aim is to provide an overall financial strategy

and select the products which best suit the

strategy. 

Our unique, contemporary approach

We keep right up to date with the many

changes in this complex market, and use 

the latest technology to make life easier for 

our clients.

The experience we offer

We have substantial experience of working 

with major organisations, and have earned a

reputation in our industry as thought leaders 

in the field of employee financial education.

Good reasons for
choosing clarity



www.clarityglobal.com



As a business, you will come across a number of situations where looking to

clarity for help and advice might be very useful. Typical examples might include:

Annual Financial Review - continuous help

For a fixed fee, we provide one-to-one advice

for each employee on any financial issue

including: pensions, investment, tax and

other employee benefits including LTIP

schemes. This allows employees the ability

to review their affairs on a continual basis.

This is done at the workplace to reduce 

the time away from the desk.  

Pension changes - making sense of it all

Many companies introduce changes to their

pension arrangements which have a great

effect on employees and their families,

particularly through uncertainty as to whether

their pension will meet their needs. One way

for employers to ease this uncertainty is to

offer employees a financial review to ensure

their pension is on track to enable them to

achieve the lifestyle they wish for in

retirement.

Flexible benefits - making the right 

choices for me

Many companies have either introduced

flexible benefits or are contemplating doing

so in the future. Often employees are offered

a wide range of benefits, sometimes through

a formal flex arrangement. Although options

are explained - advice on selections is rarely

given, for example, core life cover may be

twice annual salary with options to increase

to four times annual salary, but does the

employee need this much? How do

employees judge this in the context of their

overall assets and benefits package? 

Our website provides employees with the

self-help financial planning tools to be able 

to make such decisions. These are not

questions an HR Department would like to

answer but are typical reactions from

employees to flex choices.

Retirement - setting a clear strategy

In financial planning terms, retirement is

probably the biggest event of an employee's

life. They have spent years building up 

a suitable pension fund to rely on in

retirement. Yet many employers leave their

employees to make their own decisions

about how to use their pension fund, just

when they need sound advice the most.

Years of hard saving, by both employer and

employee can be wasted if poor investment

decisions are made at this stage. We provide

a range of support services for employees

typically anywhere from 10 years prior 

to retirement right up to the year of

retirement itself.

Redundancy - what next?

When redundancy occurs many organisations

offer outplacement or counselling to their

departing staff, but not financial advice.

However, their first concerns are nearly

always about financial issues such as how 

Financial education and 
advice in practice



to plan their finances for a spell out of 

work, how to invest a lump sum redundancy

payment and what to do with their 

deferred pension.

Share options - how to assess the value

A share option arrangement is usually

implemented to provide a positive employee

benefit in addition to salary. One additional

benefit is that employees feel more involved

with the sponsoring company. The problems

come when employees have questions

regarding their options. What was designed

as a rewarding additional remuneration

mechanism can quickly become a heavy

burden on the HR Department. We can

provide financial education and advisory

services to help explain the full benefits

including tax position.

Website advice - helping employees to 

help themselves

Employers can provide employees with

access to a range of self-help financial

planning tools and discounts on financial

products. These services are available

through our website licensing agreements.

The online tools and calculators which cover

areas such as: pensions, life cover, company

cars, mortgages and investments, provide

employees with guidance on which areas of

their finances require attention, which

benefits to select (via Flex) and enable them

to transact solutions.

Mergers and acquisitions - making 

sense of the changes

During times of mergers and acquisitions,

few departments are busier than the HR

department who have their work cut out

harmonising employment contracts and

policies, handling redundancies and building

a new unified culture. On top of this they are

often bombarded with individual employee

queries about their restructured benefits

package and pension entitlements. Many of

these queries the HR department is unable 

to answer under the Financial Services Act.

clarity offers a personal financial planning

service to staff which helps firms

communicate benefit changes, enabling 

them to relate the changes to their 

individual circumstances and to plan 

better for their future.  

Expats - taking advantage of all 

the tax breaks

There is no doubt that managing expatriate

contracts is time-consuming and complex 

for the HR department. Yet the more support

offered to the relocating employee, the

greater the chance that the move will be a

success. One way clarity can help ease the

burden for both the employee and employer

is by taking care of all aspects of an

employees' personal finances and tax.

Employee benefits - structure the 

right package

Getting the employee benefits right is a

difficult process. We can help employers:

consider and review pension schemes, set

up and review Flex schemes, produce benefit

statements, look at ill health provisions and

manage death in service arrangements - 

all within an impartial, fee-based, context.



When faced with an existing range of employee benefits, we devise bespoke

solutions to suit your individual needs and budget, based on our six core

services: one to one advice, concierge financial planning, website help,

email/telephone helplines, newsletters and seminars. We can provide these 

for your employees in support of your existing advisers, regardless of whether

you take our full service - the structural review and implementation of employee

benefits themselves.

One-to-one advisory service

We provide one-to-one personal financial

advice and management of all aspects of

employees' money. We can structure services

to reach a selected group of individuals -

perhaps the senior management team or

those affected by pension changes.

Alternatively, we can offer a service to all

employees. This benefit can be given direct

or through a flexible benefits facility.

The service is split into three levels:

clarityONE-TO-ONE Premium - This provides

a fully comprehensive and proactive annual

review service for those with more detailed

issues to monitor. 

clarityONE-TO-ONE Hourly Charged -

With this service employers agree to fund 

a certain number of hours of advice per

employee per annum with additional time

funded by the individual. This gives a 

clear dividing line between what the firm 

is providing and where the individual

becomes responsible.

clarityONE-TO-ONE £150 Service - 

The Government is aware that pensions is 

a minefield of confusion and so has acted to

encourage employers to provide a facility 

for advice. To incentivise this, HMRC is

offering a tax/NIC-free provision of up to

£150 of advice per annum per employee. 

In response to this, clarity has built a service

for employers wishing to take advantage.

Concierge Financial Planning Service 

Many organisations would like to provide

access to sound financial advice for all their

employees, but are concerned about the

cost. Our Concierge Financial Planning

Service allows them to do this. We provide

an adviser on-site for an agreed number of

days each year, and structure the days to 

suit your particular requirements for that day

or month, covering all the Financial Services

Act related issues at that time.

Website

The internet is an increasingly efficient 

way to manage the administration of your

finances and to arrange investments. 

Financial education and 
advice for employees



For each of our corporate clients we set up a

dedicated and personalised homepage within

our website that can be linked from your

intranet. This enables you to manage the

Financial Services Act risk by separating you,

the sponsoring company, from the advice

given. The website allows individuals to

research, plan and transact within an initial

commission-free environment. Our fee-based

stance allows us to concentrate on strategic

advice rather than promoting products. 

Email and Telephone Helplines

clarity can help set up email and/or telephone

helplines to help support a project of education

or advice. These helplines are designed to

work in a coordinated way with any other

support being offered.  Dedicated email

addresses and telephone numbers are used.

Newsletter

Our experience has shown that there is 

much common ground between the 

financial planning needs of employees such

as: pension planning, dealing with share

options, and benefit changes following a

merger. Our bespoke newsletters provide

objective and refined information for your

employees on financial planning issues

specific to them, in an efficient way.  

Seminars/tutorials

Similar in principle to the newsletter, but 

a more personalised way to explain more

complex financial planning issues to groups

of staff with similar requirements. We can

provide seminars and tutorials on many

financial subjects such as: 

• pension changes/stakeholder pension

• share option strategies

• merger/harmonisation of benefits

• retirement planning

• redundancy financial planning

• post graduation financial planning

Employee benefits

As well as providing financial education 

and advisory services for your employees,

we can provide advice to you, as the

employer, on the employee benefits

themselves. This includes:

Pension schemes - we can help you set up 

or review money purchase pension schemes

including GPPs and Stakeholder pensions.

clarityFLEX - we can help those already

running a Flex system, or those

contemplating setting up a scheme. 

We provide a web-based "window" so

employees can review their benefits 

online and also make amendments at the

appropriate review dates. clarityFLEX can 

link directly to HR and payroll software 

to reduce administration within the HR

Department. We also link any resultant 

Flex packages through to our financial

planning calculators so staff can plan 

with existing benefits.

Benefit calculator - we can help you 

value the range of benefits you offer your

employees and, in particular, how much it

would cost them should they have to buy

them on the open market. This helps them

appreciate the value of their total package.

We have found this to be an additional tool

to a business's staff retention mix.

Other benefits - please contact us for 

help and advice on setting up or reviewing 

ill health arrangements and death-in-service

schemes.



Our services range from full review and implementation of employee benefits, 

to bespoke financial advice and planning for individuals or groups within your

organisation. Here we show how our services work in practice for six different

requirements from six very different organisations. 

Guiding EMC staff through change

When IT company EMC had to make

redundancies and wind up a company

pension scheme, clarity's impartial advice

offered employees valuable reassurance. 

The changes followed EMC's acquisition 

of Data General, and this was a time of

uncertainty for many staff. Our priority was to

provide the information and guidance

needed to ease confusion and concern over

the pension scheme. We did this through

seminars, a newsletter and a dedicated

website. We also gave two hours' one-to-one

advice to cover individual pension issues in

depth - and three hours for those being

made redundant, to help with financial

planning for a spell out of work and to 

advise on investing a lump sum.

Advice at every level for InBev

InBev, brewers of Stella Artois, wanted to

offer financial advice to all their employees - 

a total of around 3,500. They changed from

one of the 'big four' accountancy firms to

clarity, and we developed a two-tier service

for them: our one-to-one premium service

for senior executives, and an internet facility

through the clarity website for all other

employees and their families. Sarah Graver,

Director of Reward and Learning at InBev,

explains why they chose clarity: "we feel

their fee-based service and attractive

discounts offer a good service to our

employees, without exposing the company

to the potential risks associated with

commission-based IFAs." The end result 

is a better reward package and increased

levels of financial understanding throughout

the organisation.

Helping Concurrent adjust to a new 

pension scheme

When US-based Concurrent Computer

Corporation (CCC) restructured its UK

subsidiaries, it changed its pension provision

for employees. CCC asked clarity to advise

on how to return a balancing pension

payment to employees after winding up 

a defined benefit scheme, and then help

employees move to the new company

scheme. We arranged four hours'

consultation for each staff member, which

they could divide into separate sessions as

they wished. As Glyn Bolton of clarity says,

"we could steer CCC employees through the

change of benefits, help them negotiate the

clarity in action



transition effectively and make the best use

of the company's compensation payment."

Steven Norton of CCC confirmed that

"feedback has been very good from all 

those involved".

Pensions support for Kingfisher's 

senior management

Anticipating the pensions simplifications

coming into force on 6 April 2006, Kingfisher

chose clarity to advise their senior managers

- because they liked our tailor-made

approach and our specialist experience in

providing advice as an employee benefit. 

For the top 26 individuals within the

Kingfisher Leadership Group, we are making

ongoing one-to-one advice available,

including an annual meeting and follow up,

an annual valuation, a specific internet home

page for news and research, email alerts and

year-round access to our advisers. For other

senior managers - more than 400 - we are

running a series of seminars and providing

web-based support.

Making life simpler at PwC

Back in 1998, PricewaterhouseCoopers was

well ahead of its time in recognising the

value of providing individual financial advice

to employees. Particularly for their senior

staff, they knew it would allow them to focus

on their work, free from the distraction of

having to sort out their own complex

financial affairs. They had been giving the

advice in-house, but chose clarity to take this

burden off them. We were contracted to give

two hours' advice a year to all directors and

partners (around 1800 at that time), and 

we complemented this with a web-based

quarterly newsletter and regional office

presentations to cover hot topics as they

occurred. Also, as with every clarity 

client, we set up all investment and pension

transactions without charging initial

commission.

Helping Compass staff move on

As restructuring at Compass involved

redundancies, the company asked clarity to

provide financial planning advice for those

who were leaving. Each individual received

two and a half hours' one-to-one counselling,

to discuss all financial issues connected to

their departure. Through this, they were able

to make informed decisions, especially about

their redundancy payments and pension

benefits. We also gave them web-based

support - which included calculators for

mortgages, investments and pensions - and

provided a transaction service for ISAs, PEP

transfers and unit trusts. June Woodhouse,

HR Director at Compass, observed that clarity

"really helped our staff through very difficult

and challenging times".



Our clients' perception of our service content and delivery is of utmost

importance to us. Please read the following examples of some client

experiences.

clarity was appointed in December 2002 by

Interbrew as was, to replace  their existing

providers, one of the "big four" accountancy

firms. Interbrew wished to continue offering

financial planning advice to some of their

Senior Executives, and an internet facility for

financial advice for all employees via the

clarity website.

“clarity has provided  a pro-active one-to-one

counselling service to the Senior Executives

to help them to manage their finances more

effectively. The advice has been backed up

by a newsletter and website.”  

In addition, the ability for all employees to

access the clarity website has provided a

forum for advice and questions and the

ability to place life, pension and investment

business free of initial commission and

benefit from discounts negotiated with

product providers to increase savings over

and above the initial commission. This online

ability to "self serve" allows all employees to

research and run planning scenarios (Is my

family covered if I die?  Can I retire at 55?

etc), at their own pace and, importantly, 

in their own time.

“We believe that it is important to provide

advice to employees to ensure that they

better understand our benefits package 

and how it might relate to the increasingly

complicated arena of personal 

financial planning.”

Sarah Graver
Director of Reward and Learning
InBev

“We appointed clarity following a suggestion

from our pension trustees that we offer

financial advice to our employees to explain

the closure of our final salary pension

scheme. clarity has provided an excellent

series of seminars and one-to-one meetings

for staff all around the country to explain 

the implications of these changes and what

actions individuals need to take. This has

been backed up by a newsletter and website

featuring additional information, a forum for

advice and questions and an on-line pension

calculator. We believe that when making 

such changes it is important to explain 

their full implications for employees.” 

Stephen Barrett
Regional HR Director
EMC

What clarity means 
to our clients
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with clarity
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